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Interior furnishing 2014

Inspiring innovations, facilitating care giving.
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The trade fair highlight 2014: 
practico alu 25/80! 

///    Real bed extension:  
ready-to use- in no time at all without         
replacement parts and tools

///  A side rail that grows

///  Height adjustment range of 25/80 cm

///   Comfort and technique ideally combined

 

  Pressure relief, economic and hygienic:
Individual patient configurations of the springs completely without tools, 
ideal ventilation, no absorption of humidity, long life time: the lying  
surface system ripolux® neo is perfect for tall, small, heavy and light-
weight patients. This facilitates the disposition of beds, accordingly.

The convertible nursing care bed practico alu 25/80 belongs to the new 
product developments of our engineers.One bed for all circumstances, that 
combines technical functionality and cosiness.  Due to the new design of  
the bed and the castor covering, the bed is an eye-catcher. Sophisticated 
technique in detail: the practico alu 25/80 can be extended without tools and 
therefore it can be adjusted to the patient´s individual needs. This is so easy: 
the full-ergonomic, real bed extension is inserted in no time at all. The side 
rails are foreseen to fit all lengths. The result: comfort everywhere!

The Hermann Bock GmbH is based on care giving: Since the 70s we  
have manufactured ergonomic lying surface systems and since 1992  
complete interior furnishing systems for institutions. We have the ex- 
perience. And we know  what is needed today in practice: harmonic  
room concepts that ensure comfortable living and  professional care  
at the same time!

  Save time and costs:
In no time at all you can extend the practico alu 
25/80 by 20 cm – without the arduous exchange 
of side rails. Of course without tools, including 
perfect fitting extension made of high-quality 
aluminium.

New! 

Developed by

.bock 

Room concepts to feel comfortable:
ideal for professional care.

  Fully developed and perfect visual appearance:
The telescopic side rails for standard as well as special 
lengths.
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///  Intelligent LED - light system

///  Made of hygienic aluminium

///  New castor covering

///  End panels with a new design

  Modern and exquisit designs:
You choose from different end panels. Available are elegant wood - 
aluminium combinations and solid wood end panels. Every type of end 
panels is available with a bedclothes deposit and wall protection castors.

An all-purpose bed:
practico alu 25/80.

The result: quality, functionality, comfort and open systems, with which 
you are set up ideally for today and which gives you all possibilities for 
the feature. No matter if you would like to upgrade or retrofit, or even 
change the fronts or colours!
                                                                                                                                  

.bock interior furnishing offers a wide range of styles, and variety for 
custom-made production, additional functions and optional accessories.

Our team works continuously on sophisticated solutions to facilitate in a 
well-directed way, the everyday care. Therefore we are in discussion with 
professional care givers - and we take the feedback seriously!

  Intelligent light system:
On top of the bed for reading, below the bed for maximum safety: The 
LED light systems creates a clear light and helps with the orientation. 
They are connected to the lying surface motor and controllable by the 
handcontrol. A further mains supply is not needed – no more cable 
tangle.

Development work, handcraft work, high class workmanship:
from the lying surface to functional design elements up to the hand- 
control.

  Design  and functionality in perfect harmony:
The covering of the castors has a classy style and is particulary stable 
for the transport of the patient. At the same time the covering is well-
thought combined with the central braking, which brakes all four double 
castors safely.
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Furniture from .bock has style and creates a pleasant ambience. In line 
with our bed systen practico alu 25/80, we have set up a product range 
that leaves nothing to be desired. Functional wardrobes and shelves as 
well as tables, sofas, armchairs and stools are part of it. 

Classic variety:
staying, living, to be comfortable

  The sofa and armchair collection “Daisy“ is characterized by comfor-
table upholstering as well as a multiplicity of fabrics and wooden colours. 
All materials are hardly inflammable.

  The sofa and armchair collection “H“ intrigues by clear 
and classy lines and offers high sitting comfort.

  We deliver our furniture in all standard dimensions and of course in 
special sizes. A variety of different colours offers countless possibilities 
for highly individual room concepts.

  Our product range includes different bedside cabinets and practical 
servers for maximum comfort and support for reading, eating and 
more.

Thereby harmonious concepts can be realised: logical and ideal also 
for high-class requirements. Our sales team and interior designers are 
pleased to give you advice and are happy to visit you and get an idea  
of your rooms!
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Subject to technical changes

You want to receive more information? Please scan the QR-code. You 

will be directed to  our homepage immediately and you can explore 

our interior furnishing options in detail. You want to contact our 

sales team directly? We are available for you on the phone, by fax or 

email, and personally. Our dedicated sales team looks  

forward to hearing from you!

Perfectly suited for care.


